
Treasury Report

Overview

Index Coop’s revenue during the month of February ended 
at $270.2K. Revenue was down 18.7% MoM, total unit 
supply was up 1.9% and $ETH was up 6.7% over the same 
period.

The gross profit for February was 111.8K higher than 40.2K 
in January. The drop in revenue MoM was more than 
compensated by the drop in liquidity mining costs from 
192K to 54K in February. Net loss for February was 
$508.5k, down from $737.2k in January nudged in the right 
direction by ~100K drop in contributor rewards.

Total unit supply for all products increased approximately 
38K units MoM. ETH2x-FLI saw a +3.3% MoM increase in 
circulating supply hitting 1M units for the first time. After 
the other notable drop in circulating supply for DPI in the 
previous month,  February saw the unit supply for DPI stay 
flat. The same was true for BTC2x-FLI, MVI and DATA 
where unit supply was largely unchanged.

Streaming fee revenue was predominantly driven by 
ETH2x-FLI, generating $164.3k in fees or 61% of total 
revenue during Feb. The next highest contributor of fee 
revenue was DPI at $53K down from 85K in the previous 
month.

Net dollar inflow (N$F), this represents net dollar spend 
invested into Index’s products, the 28 day moving average 
was $142K on 28th February 2022 and -132.0K at the end 
of January 2022. This was largely driven by increase in unit 
supply of ETH2xFLI. 

Products

Post the launch of the Bankless DeFi Innovation Index GMI, 
it ended February with a TVL of $2.3M. February saw the 
launch of our first inverse FLI products - iETH-FLI and 
iMATIC-FLI as both started trading in early Feb on Polygon. 
While it is too early to determine the success of these 
inverse products, they allow the Coop to appeal to a new set 
of traders who to wish to profit from price down trends.

Treasury Portfolio Value

Portfolio value as of Feb 28, 2022 totals $25.79M. 

Rank 1060

Price $7.22

24h Volume $127,926

Market Capitalization $10,9937,305

Circulating Supply $15,749,599

Total Supply 10,000,000

All Time High $67.08

Index Coop
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Figures quoted are based on www.coingecko.com closing prices on the 28th February  2022. Discord | Twitter | Reddit | LinkedIn | Instagram | Website | Community Handbook

Developments within the month

February was a continuation of the weakness in risk 
assets that began in January. Accordingly, our streaming 
fee revenue was lower MoM by 18%. Operational 
expenses continue to be the most significant influence on 
overall profitability. It totaled to more than twice the 
monthly revenue earned by the Coop. To right this, we 
continue to tackle the expense side of the equation. 
Having said that, finding product-market fit and launching 
appealing product that see self-sustaining traction is the 
most appropriate solution to turning solidly positive on 
the net income line. 

Token Units Price Value % of Total

($000s)

aDPI 19 166.07 3.12 0.01%

bb-a-USD 1,393,963 1.00 1,402.48 5.44%

BED 24 105.52 2.57 0.01%

BTC2x-FLI 591 31.17 18.42 0.07%

DPI 525 166.07 87.2 0.34%

ETH 27 2,919.29 78.07 0.30%

ETH2x-FLI 2868 75.18 215.63 0.84%

ETH2x-FLI-P 249 32.52 8.09 0.03%
fG-UNI-FEI-U
SDC-8 15,459 100.11 1,547.73 6.00%

Index 2,159,806 7.70 16,633.69 64.47%

MVI 206 139.10 28.66 0.11%

USDC 5,747,316 1.00 5750.19 22.29%

WETH 8 2,915.44 23.53 0.09%

Total 25,799.49 100.00%

https://www.instagram.com/indexcoop/

